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Burrelle's Press Clipping Service

DIGEST:

Contracting officer did not unreasonably
determine offers would be received from
sufficient number of small business concerns where record indicates that bids
from several small businesses were
received in three prior procurements.
Protester's summary conclusion that only
one small business bidder was capable of
performing contract does not establish
that contracting officer abused her discretion since contracting officer was not
required to determine responsibility of
prospective bidders before deciding to set
aside procurement.
Burrelle's Press Clipping Service (Burrelle) rotests the solicitationApby the General Services Administration (GSA) of press clipping services under
invitation for bid (IFB) No. WFC-A3-R-4444-8-26-80,
ssued as a total small business set-asides
From 1977 to 1979, two to five small business firms
submitted bids in response to unrestricted solicitations
by GSA for press clipping services,. Burrelle was awarded
the contract in 1977.
in 1978 and 1979, the contract
was awarded to International Press Clipping Bureau, Inc.,
a small business firm.
The contracting officer then
decided to set aside the 1980 procurement for small business concerns.J No award has yet been made.
4Burrelle
contends the procurement should not have
been-set aside for small business concerns on the ground
there was no reasonable expectation that offers would be
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obtained from a sufficient number of small business concerns at reasonable prices. Burrelle argues that since
1977 only one small business bidder was capable of performing the contract, and thus the total small business
set-aside'determinationconstituted an abuse of discretion
by the contracting officer
GSA denies the contracting officer acted unreasonably
in deciding to set aside the procurement. GSA indicates
it received bids from five small businesses in 1977, two
in 197-8, and four in 1979, and consequently there was no
reason for the contracting officer to think the same
would not be true for the 1980 procurement>
For a total small business set-aside, Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) § 1-1.706-5(a)(2) requires that there
be a reasonable expectation that bids will be obtained from
a sufficient number of concerns so that awards will be made
at reasonable prices. Past procurement history is an important factor to consider in determining whether adecuate
competition may be expected._ Otis Elevator Companv, B-196540,
May 6, 1980, 80-1 CPD 327. HoweverLthe contracting officer
is not required to make responsibility determinations on
prospective small business bidders before deciding to set
aside procurements for exclusive small business participation7,
Fermont Division, Dynamics Corporation of America; Onan Corpo-a
ration, B-195431, June 23, 1980, 80-1 CPD 438.
'The decision to set aside a procurement is basically a
business judgment within the broad discretion of the contracting officer for which we will not substitute our judgment, and we will sustain such a determination absent a
clear showing of abuse of discretion. Otis Elevator Company,
B-196076, February 1, 1980, 80-1 CPD86.
We believe the contracting officer reasonably determined
that bids from a sufficient numbers of responsible small business concerns would be received.i The record indicates bids
from several small businesses had-been received under the
three earlier procurements.> Further, even if we assume, as
Burrelle argues, that all but one of the small business bidders were "jobbers, middlemen, consultants, etc." and were
not directly involved in the press clippings business, the
contracting officer's conclusion that there was a reasonable
expectation of sufficient competition among these bidders
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would be reasonable-- See Hein-Werner Corooration, B-195747,
May 2, 1980, 80-1 CPD 317. In any event,Cthere is no support in the record beyond Burrelle's summary statement that
none of the other bidders would have been able to perform
the contract. Burrelle thus has failed to demonstrate that
the contracting officer's decision to set aside the procurement constituted an abuse of discretion.
The protest is deniedjj

For the Comptroller G eral
of the United States

